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Introduction

Infrasonic radiation of cyclone induced counter propagating sea-surface waves is con-
sidered on the basis of modern physical model of cyclone developed by Emanuel,
1995 [1]. The jet anti-wave-guide model of infrasound propagation and refraction in
the cyclone perturbed area of atmosphere is used to evaluate refraction and trapping
of radiated infrasound by horizontal atmospheric wave-guide that provides the long-
distance propagation of infrasound..

Theory

Tropical cyclones produce strong perturbations of atmosphere and the ocean surface
accompanying by an acoustical radiation. Infrasonic signals in the 0.1-0.5 frequency
band can be observed at a distances of thousands of miles from the cyclone [2]. The
effect of infrasound radiation is connected apparently to the interaction of the counter-
propagating sea-surface waves that produces a sound radiation of the doubled fre-
quency of the surface wave oscillation. This radiation has the vertical narrow-angle
directivity pattern [3] and propagates in the highly perturbed by cyclone domain of
atmosphere. The eye wall of the cyclone itself is composed of strong updrafts, reach-
ing magnitudes as large as 15 m s−1. The effect of updraft region can be modeled by



the appearance of vertical anti-wave-guide producing refraction of infrasound. This
process is considered on the basis of the ray approximation of the theory of sound
propagation. The essential refraction of the infrasound radiated by the sea-surface
waves occurs in the atmosphere domain perturbed by the cyclone. Initially vertically
directed rays obtain a horizontal direction that provides trapping of the infrasound by
the horizontal atmospheric wave-guide and its long distance propagation. The pres-
ence of oversaturated water vapor layer in the upper domain of the cyclone can lead to
the developments of nonlinear effects of radiation instability [4] of infrasound waves.

Conclusion

.Theoretical model of the infrasound generation by cyclone is developed. The in-
frasound is generated by cyclone-induced counter-propagating sea-surface wave and
propagates upward. Then the refraction of infrasound wave by the jet anti-wave-guide
leads to its trapping by a horizontal atmospheric wave-guide, providing a long-range
propagation.

The nonlinear effects in the oversaturated layer of water vapor can lead to infrasound
amplification and development of radiation instability processes.
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